ON A THEOREM OF BOHR AND PAL
R. SALEM

Let D be the domain bounded by a simple closed plane Jordan
curve of equations x =ƒ(/)> 3> = g(0> where ƒ and g are continuous and
of period 2ir. Fejér [ l ] 1 has proved that the power series representing
the function mapping conformally the interior of the unit circle | z\ < 1
i n t o D converges uniformly on the circle \z\ = 1 ; hence that there exists a continuous strictly increasing f unction /(0) (/(0)=0, t(2w)=27r)
such that the Fourier series of F(0) =f(t(6)) and of G(6) = g(*(0)) converge uniformly for 0 ^ 0 S 2 T T . Using this theorem, J. Pal [2] has
proved that given any continuous function <t>(t) of period 2TT there
exists a function t(ff) of the above described type such that the Fourier
series of <j>(t(ff)) converges everywhere, and uniformly in the interval
ô ^ 0 ^27T— ô, for any positive ô. H. Bohr [3 j has removed the restriction on the uniform convergence in Pal's theorem by proving that
the function t(d) can be chosen such that the Fourier series of <j>{t{Q))
converges uniformly for O<0^27r. Bohr's argument involves some
delicate considerations. The purpose of this paper is to give a short
and simple proof of Bohr's result.
Let <t>(t) be continuous, and of period 27r. Without loss of generality
we can, by adding to 0 a suitable constant, assume that Jl^ifydt — O.
Then there are values of / for which 0(/) vanishes and we can assume
that / = 0 (mod 27r) is one of these values. Thus 0(0) =$(27r) = 0 . The
mean value of the function being zero, there exists at least another
point a (0 <a <2ir) such that </>(a) = 0.
Suppose first that, in the open interval (0, 27r), a is the only point
at which </>(t) vanishes. Then <j>(t) is strictly positive in one of the open
intervals (0, a), (a, 27r), and strictly negative in the other one. Let
a(t) be any function, continuous, of period 27T, such that a(0) =a(2w)
= 0 and such that a(t) is strictly increasing in (0, a) and strictly decreasing in (a, 27r). Then the equations x~a(t), y=<t>{t) represent a
simple closed Jordan curve and we have only to apply the theorem
of Fejér quoted above to get our result for the function <£(/).
Suppose now that a is not the only point in the open interval
(0, 2ir) a t which 4>{t) vanishes. Let M\ be the maximum of |<K0| for
O^t^a and let h be a point ( 0 < / i < a ) such that |0(/i)| = M i . In the
same way let M% be the maximum of |<£(2)| in a^tS2ir
and let fe be
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a point (a <h<2ir) such that 10(fe) | = M%. Consider the function œ(t),
continuous, of period 27r, and defined for every t (0 S * =5 2ir) as follows :
«(*) = max I 0 ( 0 I + sin (ir*/a)
œ(f) = max I <t>(tf) I + sin (71-//0)

f or 0 ^ * g fc,
for t% £* t £ a,

and in the same way
œ(t) = — max | <j>(tf) | — sin[7r(/ — a)/(2ir — a)] f or a g t Û hi
co(t) = — max I <j>(t') I — sin[7r(/ — a)/(2ir — a)]for h ^ t ^

2w,

where the maxima are taken with respect to /'.
I t is immediately seen that o){t) is of bounded variation, that
</)i(t) =</>(£)-\-oo(t) vanishes only at / = 0, t = ay t = 2T, for 0 ^ ^ 2 7 r , and
t h a t <f)\(t) is strictly positive in the open interval (0, a) and strictly
negative in the open interval (a, 27r). Hence applying our first result
we can find a function t(6) of the above described type such that the
Fourier series of <£i(/(0)) converges uniformly for O^0^27r. But since
o?(/) is continuous and of bounded variation the same result holds for
0 ( 0 , which proves the theorem.
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